PUBLIC ART OPPORTUNITY
SITE (BEER GARDEN
CHANDELIER)
BEER GARDEN
FLEXIBLE EVENT + PLAY SPACE
PUBLIC ART OPPORTUNITY SITE
CLIMBING STRUCTURE
CULTURAL + RETAIL SPACES,
PARK OFFICE + PUBLIC RESTROOMS

“FOLSOM BEACH” SLOPED LAWN
FLEXIBLE EVENT + PLAY SPACE
CLEMENTINA STREET AT GRADE TABLE CROSSING
COLOR / LIGHT WALL
PEDESTRIAN PROMENADE
CLASS I BIKE LANE

VIEW FROM ABOVE  CLEMENTINA STREET LOOKING SOUTH
STAGE: 185' +/-
FLEXIBLE EVENT + PLAY SPACE: VARIES: 60' - 100'
CAFE SEATING: VARIES: 28' - 48'
CULTURAL + COMMERCIAL SPACE: VARIES: 10' - MIN.
WALK: 8' - MIN.
2-WAY BIKE PATH: 10' - MIN.
STAGE: 12'
SECTON: 185' +/-
VARIES PLANTING

FLEXIBLE EVENT + PLAY SPACE

115' +/-

EMBANKMENT WITH SLIDE

15' +/-

TERRACE

10' MIN. WALK

VARIES PLANTING

12' SIDEWALK

185' +/-

15' +/-

TERRACE

10' MIN. WALK
ESSEX STREETSCAPE & DOG ZONE